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What is a 100-year flood?



Motivation

Applications for flood or surge frequency analysis:

• Flood insurance studies. The NFIP requires return period inundation values on Flood 

Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMS), which determine insurance rates.

• Flood control studies. An example is the determination of southeast Louisiana’s new 

100-year levee heights during reconstruction after Katrina

• Flood mitigation studies. An example is the ongoing reassessment on whether coastal 

nuclear plants meet 1 in 10,000 year flood protection criteria.

• Flood impact studies. Determine if return levels change due to urban runoff changes, 

floodplain restoration, channel modification, etc.
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Application

• Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs)
• Levee height design
• Elevation or protection design for nuclear plants

Application examples

Variations for 
intensity, speed
and size



Concept - Frequency analysis





• For example, if daily rainfall has exceeded 6 inches ten times in a thirty year record, 
the return frequency FR=n/t, or 10/30=0.33, or 33.3%

• The return period is 1/FR, or 3 years. This is the average interval between the events of 
a particular magnitude

• A 1% return frequency is a 100-year return period
• A 0.2% return frequency is a 500-year return period
• A 1E-4% return frequency is a 10,000-year return period

Return frequency

Does not mean a flood occurs every “n” years!
For example, the probability of a 100-year flood occurring in
30 years (the lifetime of the average home mortgage) is 26.0%.

It could even occur multiple times in a century.



Extreme return frequencies

Need to use a different probability distribution. Examples are log-normal, log-Pearson Type 
III, and Generalized Extreme Value (GEV). GEV Type I is called a Gumbel distribution, GEV 
Type II is a Frechet distribution, and GEV Type III is a Weibull distribution. 







Concept - Joint probability

• Joint probability refers to the likelihood of two or more conditions occurring at the same time.
• The joint probability for two events, A and B, is expressed mathematically as P(A,B). It is 

calculated by multiplying the probability of event A, expressed as P(A), by the probability of 
event B, expressed as P(B).

• The probability of two rolled dice simultaneously being the number five is (1/6)X(1/6)=0.02777
• However, the dependence between the two or more conditions should be non-trivial, i.e. 

neither independent nor fully dependent.
• It is a useful statistic to use when two or more observable phenomena can occur 

simultaneously





• Earlier techniques (tide gauge analysis or the Empirical Simulation Technique) are sensitive to 
sample size in tide or surge simulation datasets, and cannot capture the range of storm 
possibilities capable of producing, for example, the 1% annual flood event.  

• The JPM approach, however, has the conceptual advantage of considering all possible storms 
consistent with the local climatology, each weighted by its appropriate rate of occurrence.

• The most basic JPM approach assumes a parametric storm description involving  several 
hurricane descriptors, such as:
• Central pressure
• Rmax

• Storm direction
• Storm speed

• Appropriate probability distributions are determined for each parameter and discretized
• All possible parameter combinations (each defining a synthetic storm) are simulated using a 

storm surge model

JPM usefulness for storm surge



Math formalism (from Toro paper)

Sometimes uncertainty is included through an Ɛ term

ƞm is the model calculated surge height
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How “100-year” surge event is determined (full JPM)

• Develop probability distributions for each storm parameter (Rmax, intensity, etc.) 
from observations

• Establish rate of storm occurrence in space and time

• Subdivide each distribution into a small number of discrete pieces (i.e., 6 values)

• Construct all possible hypothetical  tracks by taking all possible combinations of 
the storm quantities. For example, with six values for four parameters one 
constructs 1296 “storms.” (=6 pressure X 6 Rmax X 6 direction X 6 speed)

• Conduct hydrodynamic simulations (surge model, wave coupling, sometimes 
hydrology) with multiple tracks for each storm type sufficiently spaced for 
shoreline influence (landfall and bypassing). Track spacing is typically one Rmax, or 
about ten tracks per site (12,960 simulations)

• For each storm, compute highest surge for locations of interest, tag it with rate of 
occurrence

• Construct a histogram of rate versus surge height

• Find the 1% surge elevation for each location



“Optimized sampling” (OS) 

• JPM fine if only SLOSH is needed, but not for high-resolution runs using ADCIRC

• JPM-OS techniques seeks to reduce the number of simulations in an intelligent 
way (fewer combinations, tracks) while maintaining accurate frequency return 
values

• JPM-OS are sometimes tested with JPM SLOSH runs to see if the JPM-OS 
assumptions roughly match on open coast sections

• One possibility is a Monte Carlo JPM which randomly selects a sample from all 
possible combinations but enough to hopefully sufficiently capture the proper 
range of possibilities. However, sample size questions still exist.

• Two of the established techniques (next two slides) are:
• Response Function JPM-OS (JPM-OS-RS)
• Quadrature JPM-OS (JPM-OS-Q)



• Restricts parameters based on sensitivity response experiments (i.e. only three 
pressure values chosen). It is found certain combinations are linear, some 
responses stronger than others, and “smooth”

• Carefully choosing parameters limits combinations, and reduces simulations

• Typical example of steps:
• Step 1: Start with ~5 tracks roughly perpendicular to landfall region and a few values of p and Rmax. Conduct 

the simulations. Interpolate or extrapolate other surge values in the p-Rmax plane

• Step 2: Add a few more oblique angles ( ±45°), simulate on a reduced p-Rmax combination (compared to Step 
1), interpolate/extrapolate

• Step 3: Vary by a few storm speed parameters, simulate on a further reduced p-Rmax combination (compared 
to Step 2), interpolate/extrapolate

• Step 4: Interpolate/extrapolate in track space for one p and Rmax

• This process can yield over 50,000 storms.

• Problems are in choosing the proper parameters restrictions (needs expert 
judgment) which can also be arbitrary; the accuracy of the interpolation; and the 
use of extrapolation. But results compare well to JPM-OS-Q.

• An alternate interpolation scheme is known as the sparse grid method.

Response Surface Method



Example of interpolation/extrapolation in Step 1 for one track

Interpolated/extrapolated surge response 
function in Δp-Rmax plane for one track. Δp 
is central pressure minus environmental 
pressure.

Black dots indicate 9 simulated storms for 
this track. The magenta dashed polygon 
indicated where bilinear interpolation is 
performed.

Below 110 mb, and to the right and left of 
the polygon, the response surface is 
extrapolated by maintaining a constant 
Δp-Rmax gradient from the edge of the 
polygon.

Above 110 mb, the surge response 
function is extrapolated by maintaining a 
constant p gradient. 



• Seeks parameters and annual rates for several hundred runs by minimizing the 
mean square error of integration

• This minimization algorithm selects the optimal parameter combinations and 
assigns representative weights to each of the combinations

• This turns the multi-dimensional JPM integral into a weighted summation with 
specific weights for the optimal parameter combinations.

• Various assumptions are made to simplify integral. Need to test against SLOSH 
JPM. This also helps determine the optimum number of tracks.

Quadrature Method



1) Procedures are similar, but conduct thousands of SLOSH runs to determine 
optimal combinations for the peak surge events, then refine with several dozen 
ADCIRC runs. Derive response frequency curves.

2) Then do a “check” with deterministic ADCIRC runs with realistic but extreme 
hurricanes and quasi-perpendicular angles, and see if the results roughly match 
the probabilistic results. If not, there may be an issue with the synthetic tracks 
or the pdf assumptions.

Optimal Methods for extremely rare events (1 in 10,000 year)



Generation of synthetic storm datasets 

1) Intensity, Rmax, direction qualitatively based on local climatology; spaced by Rmax

2) Empirical equations based on climatology, and include random error (Vickery et 
al. 2000)

3) Model downscaling
a) Climate model
b) Beta and Advection Model (BAMS) coupled to a balanced vortex model with 1D ocean 

coupling (Emanuel 2006a,b). Steering currents (850 and 200 mb) are from a general 
circulation model.
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Empirical track generation equations

Pressure 
more
common, 
but wind 
can be 
used too

Validation 
examples 
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Vickery et 
al. (2000)



Example applied to the post-Katrina
New Orleans levees reconstruction







Example 100-year surge curves for southshore



Example 100-year surge curves for southshore


